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gardiag Turkish women due to the failure to make a
distinction between the residents of Constantinople and
Smyrna, the interior cities and towns, and the peasant
women. The greatest change from former conditions
prevails in Constantinople. In the urban sections of the
interior, the influence from Constantinople has not per-
meated too any great extent although it is not uncommon
to see certain Turkish women dispense with the charshof.
The peasant women, who are active in the fields where
contact with persons of both sexes is a natural state of
affairs, are in this respect more liberated than are their
Turkish sisters, but in other respects, they are far more
conservative.
Halideh Edib Hanum, the noted Turkish feminist, in
an interview at Angora (1922) spoke especially of the
political sense of the common Turkish peasant woman.
She is quoted as saying: "I am surprised at the com-
mon sense of the peasant women who have had no in-
tellectual training, but are grasping political questions
as easily as do their husbands and brothers. I think it
very significant that the women of Angora have recently
asked for a restaurant, a cafe, where they may come
together for coffee, and cigarettes and conversation."
This is the same person who was regarded by the Allied
officers as the most dangerous political speaker in Con-
stantinople during 1919 and early 1920.
For economic reasons, most Turkish agriculturists are
polygamists, since the addition of wives and children
to their households means larger crops and larger reve-
nue. These women are little removed from slaves. For
economic causes, but for other reasons, few of the upper
or middle class Turks have more than one wife: partly
because they cannot afford them. The old-time Imperial
harem is a tiling of the past. It is decidedly exceptional
for any Turk who has had contact cith Western civiliza-
tion to practice polygamy.

